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Let the best and worst
End with sunsets on fire
Burn and start anew
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Hajimemashite, Kumamoto
By Liam Nolan (Kosa Town)
I’ve spent the last few months scrawling kana into various notebooks and

41

parroting mechanical Japanese back to a set of antiquated tapes from
Goodwill. Before knowing my placement, my future absence felt abstract; there

Number of incoming

was nothing concrete about where I would be living in the “every situation is

Kumamoto Prefecture and

different” world of Japan. I’ve spent more time than I’d like to admit nervous

Kumamoto City JETs

about potential placements. Major, but ultimately trivial, details panicked me. If
urban, would I just hang out with expats and never leave my comfort zone? If
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rural, would I starve from lack of conversation? Though my placement is rural
and my Japanese level is わかりません, I’m not nervous anymore.

Number of participants
starting their second term

When the alerts appeared on my phone from the other Canadian JETs

on JET

rejoicing over their placements, I dashed to the nearest computer and started
fervently researching Kumamoto. Kumamoto immediately struck me as one of

Australia, Canada,

the best places I could end up. It’s easy to recognize the tangible details of the

Jamaica, New Zealand,

prefecture right away: great food, great hot springs, a great volcano, and the

South Africa, Trinidad

great Kumamon, but it’s the little details that excite me when thinking about

and Tobago, United

my new home.
I want to avoid turning this into a statement of purpose; I’ve already written
one, and no battle plan survives contact, so I’m trying to keep this simple.
When I was young, we had Japanese exchange students, and they always took

Kingdom, United States
of America
Countries represented by
this year’s group

the time to share their culture with me. I’ve experienced the joy bursting from
the act of sharing cultures, and I’m excited to share my culture and language
with others.

I’m excited to tell
Experiencing and learning about Kumamoto’s culture ranks high on my
priorities list because, at this point, most of my experience with Kumamoto
comes from talking about it. Horsemeat tends to be my conversational opener
for listeners curious about the prefecture. The idea of eating horsemeat
sashimi seems so bizarre—though I’ve eaten butterfly pupae and something
once described only as “grilled meat.” My home, Calgary, is known for its
stampede, where giant men ride horses to rope bigger beasts. I’ve never
thought about eating one of those horses, though I can’t help but want to try

my friends how I
was so hungry I
literally ate a
horse.

basashi. I’m excited to tell my friends how I was so hungry I literally ate a horse.
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What I don’t always tell people is that I’m most excited for joining communities,
clubs, and getting active. Years of sedentary odd jobs and school have left me
unfit and filled with longing. I’ve started trying to get healthy and out into the
nature my parents told me about when I was an indoor child. Kumamoto
seems like a place I can explore. It might just be a place where I can live one of

12
Incoming Kumamoto
Prefecture JETs coming to
Japan for the first time

those lives filled with adventures and stories. A benefit of my rural placement is
that my commute to nature isn’t going to be particularly onerous.

Maybe it is

Still, I opened the previous paragraph with my excitement for community and
never addressed the most important community of which I will become a part:
the JET community. I joined the area’s several AJET groups, and the reception I
received from fellow JETs and my predecessor helped melt away the last of my
lingering anxieties surrounding Japan. It’s always difficult to judge people in
advance, but no one uttered any threats, so that’s never a bad sign. In fact, the
people seemed warm and friendly. Maybe it is people emulating the weather,
but maybe they just pick a great set of JETs for Kumamoto.

people emulating
the weather, but
maybe they just
pick a great set
of JETs for

よろしく おねがいします.

Kumamoto.

About the Author
Liam Nolan is the author and
creator of dozens of unread
short-stories, poems, and
low-print anthologies. Hailing
from Calgary, a city nestled in
the foothills of the snowcapped
Canadian Rocky Mountains, he
currently lives in the town of
Kōsa-machi in Kumamoto
prefecture. Liam holds an M.A.
and B.A. in English, but he still
isn’t entirely convinced he likes
reading.
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Ramadan
By Mana Haleem (Yatsushiro City)
This year in Japan, Ramadan, the month in the Islamic calendar during which Muslims fast, began on
Thursday, June 18th. The Muslim calendar is about 10 days shorter than the Gregorian calendar, so every
year, Ramadan starts about 10 days earlier. Fasting during the month of Ramadan is one of the five pillars
of Islam. Muslims fast from dawn until dusk. For Kumamoto, that’s around 3:30am to 7:30pm. Not only
do Muslims abstain from food and drink, but they also try to do more acts of worship such as praying or
reading the holy book, the Quran, and try to be
better, kinder people, such as by avoiding
getting angry, and doing other good deeds.
Despite going without food or water, it is truly
and an amazing and blessed time. Mosques
hold iftars, or breaking of the fast – it’s a festive
and joyous time when people gather, eat,
socialize, and worship together. People often
hold iftars with their family and friends at their
homes. Kumamoto is no different. Not only are
there more gatherings, but the overall
atmosphere in homes, at the Mosque, and just
in general, is one of warmth, excitement, and
peace.

Refreshments before the meal at
ifar time at the Mosque

Ramadan Presentation at Schools
This year, I asked my schools if I could do a special presentation about Ramadan in my classes. I mostly
talked about Ramadan and Eid, but I also touched on Islam, Muslims, Mosques, and Malay culture. I wore
my traditional Malay clothing, “Baju Kurong” (fyi – I was born in Vancouver, Canada but my family is
Singaporean Malay). I did a PowerPoint presentation, quizzed them with questions, went over the
answers, showed them a Malay Eid song on YouTube, and then had a Q & A session. At the very end, I
gave stickers to each of my students. I was really happy to do this presentation because it’s something
very personal, and something that brings me joy. I’m sure every year ALTs do many activities about
Christmas, Halloween, etc. and these holidays are even in the children’s textbooks. However, being one
of the few Muslim ALTs in Japan, I thought it would be a great opportunity to share with my students –
especially in light of recent events in the media earlier this year – what Muslims are really like.
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Ramadan
presentation (with the
Malay Eid song on
YouTube) at one of
my elementary
schools, wearing
“Baju Kurong”

Ramadan
presentation at
another
elementary
school, wearing
“Baju Kurong”
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Eid-ul-Fitr
Marking the end of
Ramadan is the celebration
of Eid-ul-Fitr, a very festive
and fun holiday. People
often wear their traditional
clothing, or other fancy
attire. In the morning,
people gather at the
Mosque for Eid prayers,
which is followed by eating
some refreshments, or a
meal. People wish others
“Eid Mubarak”, or “Happy
Eid” (or “Selamat Hari Raya”
in Malay). Afterwards, it’s
common for people to visit their relatives or friends in their homes.
In some countries, such as Singapore and Malaysia, it’s common to

Sweets at the
Mosque on Eid day

continue Eid visiting for a month.
Kumamoto Mosque and Community
Kumamoto Mosque was built in 2012, and serves the community in Kumamoto Prefecture. It is about
150m from the Kurokami campus of Kumamoto University. Prior to the Mosque, the Muslim community
in Kumamoto would rent a room in the university.
Most attendees are students, or families of students, at Kumamoto University. Many are PhD students,
but there are masters and undergrad students as well. People come from all sorts of backgrounds and
countries, including: Japan, Indonesia, Pakistan, Malaysia, Bangladesh, Egypt, etc. It’s a very special
community because it’s small enough that everyone at least knows each other by face, but big enough to
have regular activities. It’s an especially honoured time during Ramadan, where everyone gets a lot closer.
The iftars are open to all; you don’t have to be Muslim to join ^_^. A good portion of the attendees are
here just for studies, so they are only here for a number of years before going back to their home
countries. In a way, it’s similar to the JET community, where you become very close with other people, but
every year there are people that finish their studies and go home. However, there are also people who
work here, and will be here long-term – this includes Japanese Muslims and their families who live here,
and other Muslims who have businesses in Kumamoto.
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Friends from all over!
Nigeria, Canada
(Singaporean Malay),
Sudan, Indonesia

Outside Kumamoto Mosque with
friends from Malaysia
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Conclusion
Ramadan is a beautiful time where people
not only feel closer to God, but they feel
closer to their friends, family, and
community – something that cannot truly
be explained here, but has to be
experienced to fully understand the peace
and joy that Ramadan brings  I know I
felt that way, and it was a wonderful
uplifting through these months of tsuyu
and changes. A month of fasting,
culminating in the celebration of Eid, is a
wonderful feeling. Kumamoto Mosque is
also a warm-sized community. If you are
interested, I encourage you to join an iftar
in the future or check out Kumamoto
Mosque! It’s also a great way to meet
others in the international community outside of the ALT/JET community.

Close-up of Kumamoto Mosque

Kumamoto Islamic Center: http://www.kicjapan.com/

Eid Mubarak decoration
at the Mosque
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Rub the lamp, one wish left, no brainer…free time baby.
By Jeff Kaiser (Mifune Town)
Summer vacation!! Woop woop. I am doing the cabbage patch dance, into the monster mash, now it’s
time for some electric slide in my rolling chair, to the left to the…… Wow, that was fun. Now I only got 7
hours and 45 minutes left...finger drum...what to do?
Free time, sometimes you love it and sometimes you hate it, your job is to use it. One of the biggest
perks of teaching overseas in Japan is having free time. It may not technically be free but we are given a
lot of flexibility to do what we want. Workplaces in America restrict and/ or monitor websites. Going to
play basketball or make a scarf with the kids would be frowned upon. As an ALT things like that are
encouraged. Free time is better than money, sex, and drugs. The last two usually couldn’t happen without
free time and what good is money unless you have the free time to swim in it like Scrooge McDuck.
So what to do? For me it starts with a simple fact: I will not be teaching English in Japan forever and I
would wage a bet neither will you. ALTs come from vastly different backgrounds and will continue careers
in equally varied fields. When you do head home to start your next career, having the JET program on
that résumé will look nice. Your stories and life experiences will make for an interesting interview.
However, being an ALT on the JET program is a different kind of job than anything in your home country
(ESL instructors excluded). Luckily, we have the free time to stay current on any field we want. For those
wise time managers, you can take classes, earn licenses, and get certified. You can find places to fit your
interests with a ride on the information superhighway. Want to take the Bar Exam? You have been
granted 8 hours of paid study time. Certified accountant, graduate entrance exam anyone? Something
along those lines is going to make that year or five abroad a better sell on your next job.
I have known people who have wasted this wonderful opportunity (me). I have also seen people win
awards on photos they have taken, pass certification exams, and get published in peer reviewed
publications. They are very ambitious activities, and also all opportunity knocking on your door. For the
less ambitious, there are still things to do. Study a language, learn a new recipe, or find a new hobby. We
have access to gyms, music rooms, and libraries. Most activities can be geared towards a lesson plan and
can involve students. Your imagination is your only limitation. Practice good time management (résumé
booster) and vary your activities. Start with something productive so you don’t get caught in the web of
the internet and change it up every hour or so. We have so much free time that whatever you choose to
do, you will still have time to lesson plan like a champ, study Japanese, and plan your next weekend on
this wonderful island. Make free time your time, not wasted time.
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Another day on the beach
By Audrienne Manansala

One Last Swim - Ariake, Amakusa
Photo by Erika Egner

Upcoming Events

An inviting sun

Friday, August 7 – Saturday, August 8

Nestled in marshmallow clouds
Tide reaches my toes

Hinokuni Festival, Kumamoto City
Saturday, August 15 – Sunday, August 16
Yamaga Lantern Festival, Yamaga City
Monday, August 17 – Wednesday, August 19
Kumamoto Orientation
Saturday, August 29
Ezuko Fireworks Festival, Kumamoto City
Sunday, September 20
Fujisaki Hachimangu Grand Festival, Kumamoto City
Saturday, September 26

Yamaga Lantern Festival
Photo by Roland Carlos

KumAJET Ashikita Beach Party, Ashikita Town
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A Message from KumAJET

Back: Taylor (Misato Town), Julia (Ashikita Town), Kay (Misato Town)
Front: Audrienne (Amakusa City), Olivia (Asagiri Town)
Allow us to introduce ourselves: we are your KumAJET
representatives for the 2015-2016 JET year.
よろしくお願いします！
We are all so stoked to be working together and with all of you on
making this year's KumAJET awesome. All five of us are in our second
year on the JET Programme and can't wait for another year of
enjoying everything Kumamoto Prefecture has to offer. For those of
you continuing your JET adventure as a second, third, fourth or fifth
year JET, we hope you're enjoying your summer vacation. For those
of you who are just arriving in Kumamoto, we can't wait to meet you!

“She is the
brawn behind
this year’s
KumAJET
(because she
can lift the
most) and is
also great at
reaching things
on the top
shelf.” - Kay

In case you miss us at orientation, we want to give a little summary of
what's up with KumAJET for the coming year.
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What is KumAJET?
KumAJET is the local chapter of the Association for Japan Exchange
and Teaching (AJET). AJET is a national volunteer organization of JET
Programme participants whose mission is to serve the JET
community by building support networks, organizing useful
information, and offering resources to enhance the lives of JETs
(more info on AJET and all of their great resources at ajet.net).
KumAJET is a group that brings people together to have fun and
make friends throughout Kumamoto. Whether you're looking to
volunteer, have a night out on the town, or explore some of
Kumamoto's scenery, we are the group for you. Although KumAJET
is run by JETs, our events are open to all residents of Kumamoto,
both foreign and Japanese. Along with planning KumAJET events we
also hope to get more JETs out to other events going on in the
prefecture by advertising for them on our Facebook page and

“My other passions include:
snowboarding, photography, traveling,
baking, running and figuring out new
ways to deter bugs from visiting my
house (so far I’m not really succeeding
at this one).” – Taylor

website (kumajet.org). Our main goals are to provide opportunities
for our members to meet new people, see new places, and make
great memories during their time in Japan while giving as much back
to our communities as we possibly can.

What are we planning?
This year we plan to keep some annual events that have become
much-loved classics by Kumamoto JETs over the years as well as
experiment with some new ideas. Some big events to keep an eye
out for are:


Ashikita Beach Party (September)



Post-SDC Pub Quiz (December)



Winter Formal (January)



Valentine's Day Auction (February)

In addition to these bigger events, we plan to have something going
on every month, whether it's an event KumAJET planned or another
event we attend as a group. A calendar of all our events will be
available for incoming JETs at Kumamoto orientation as well as on
our website.

“It's also important to note that I quote
Drake an obscene amount (shout out to
the 6!) and I believe that no music will
ever be as good as the hip-hop and
R&B that came out of the early 2000s.”
– Julia
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Charity Work
Kumamoto is an amazing place to live and KumAJET wants to make
sure we are showing how grateful we are to our host prefecture by
doing as much for the community as we can. This year, we want to
do that by starting the Kumamoto Volunteer Challenge. In addition
to organizing group volunteering opportunities, we plan to create a
list of places in Kumamoto that JETs can volunteer on their own time,
which will be available on our website. Throughout the year, we ask
all JETs to log the amount of hours they have volunteered. We will
keep track of the top volunteers on our website, as well as a count of
how many total hours we are collectively volunteering. At the end of
the JET year, our top two volunteers will become the recipients of our
first KumAJET Volunteer Awards to recognize all of their great work!
That's it for now, but expect more updates from us soon! We're
looking forward to a great year!

“I love Kumamoto; the land, the people,
the events—and I want to share it all
with those who came to Japan with a
similar mindset to experience all of that
and more.” – Audrienne

Julia, Kay, Taylor, Olivia and Audrienne - KumAJET 2015/2016

Website: kumajet.org
Facebook: KumAJET
Email: kumajet@ajet.net

“I came here not really knowing any
Japanese or anything about Japan, and
with the intention to stay only one year,
but I have fallen in love with this country
and the people and I am really looking
forward to my second year and being a
part of AJET.” – Olivia

Tobacco Plants in Asagiri
by Olivia Lee
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Reflections on JET in Kumamoto
On June 26th, Kumamoto Prefecture held a meeting for Kumamoto Prefecture and Kumamoto City JET
Programme participants leaving the JET Programme this summer. As part of that meeting, departing JET
participants were invited to form groups and discuss several questions about their JET experience. As the
individual experience for a participant varies greatly from location to location, it was an interesting
opportunity for participants to compare and contrast their various JET experiences.
This is a sample of some of their responses.

What do you feel your role was

- a school resource" and "last line of defense" for

as a JET Programme participant?

insights into the culture. "assistant": making the

English quality. "Cultural ambassador": sharing
job of the JTE as smooth and effective as possible,

- entertain kids (be silly)

and doing whatever it takes to help the students

- prove English can be fun

learn as much as possible.

- get kids to communicate more instead of just
writing
- share home countries culture and experiences

What are some of
the challenges you

- breaking

faced on JET?

stereotypes /
cultural ambassador

- communication (Life AND

- one-on-one

Work)

assistant, and not

- finding a community in

just in a big class

smaller areas

- good will
ambassadors, sharing culture, getting involved in
local communities and learn about Japan as well
as promote cultural exchange
- Elementary School: English teacher
- Junior High School: Assistant, culture teacher,
(actively and passively) ambassador, broadening
horizons, fleshing out the textbooks, blowing
minds
- Senior High School: teaching, talking about
education, role model (especially when trying in
Japanese)

- Being “not American enough” (or at all)
- cultural differences
- standing out in the job and the community
- work/teacher and social boundaries
- discipline problems with students
- pressure from the Japanese work ethic
- overcoming bureaucracy
- no leeway in the rules
- explaining ethnicity/multicultural backgrounds
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How did you cope with these
challenges?
- studying, becoming more patient in all areas
- continuing to be sociable, seeking others with
similar interests
- seeking out involvement, take "me" time and
walking around school, visiting teachers in their
classrooms
- take things with a grain of salt, talk with Japanese
friends for a different perspective

How have you changed since

- use a third party (like your supervisor) as a buffer

coming to Kumamoto?

or support
- make compromises (how to conduct classes,
how to get co-workers to accept ideas, getting
group consensus)
- trying what you can to blend in, doing positive
things, having a sense of humour
- admitting that you need help and asking for
English speakers, etc.
- using your support network, the supervisor, the
PAs, etc.
- be observant & mindful of the situation &
people's positions.
- use the culture to solve the problems at hand.
- take time to learn the ropes & find the way.

- becoming more patient
- better at communicating
- gaining tolerance of the lack of communication
abilities and differences
- understand the struggles others go through
back home
- longer hair/less hair/grey hair
- stress management improvement
- skills, eg. cooking, budgeting, professionalism,
honoring your word, self-control
- confidence to do things you didn't think you
could
- learn to just do it, just have to go for something,
doing it on your own, even if you're not sure
about it
- feeling like you could do anything
- broadened horizons
- learned so much about my own country
- appreciate my own culture
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What are you looking forward to

What will you miss most about

after JET?

Kumamoto/JET?

- friends and family

- bike routes

- easy communication

- special events

- anonymity returned, blending in

- my kids, my community

- ability to read labels and instructions

- clean water

- normal-sized bugs

- new friends

- Netflix, home TV

- countryside, nature, scenery

- roads with names

- onsen

- central heating

- convenience stores, bookstores
- safety
- local food
- openness of community
- being known by people around you
- public transport
- all you can drink
- customer service, not tipping
- JET community and Japanese community,
meeting people from variety of countries and

- speaking English in everyday life
- American Football
- internet banking and 24 hour ATMs
- vegetarian options
- Chinese food

cultures
- diversity, meeting people you wouldn’t back
home
- our support network
- being called “sensei”
- living in an unforgettable place

- Vietnamese food
- Mexican food
- All the foods
- direct communication
- multi-culturality
- less bureaucracy
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What advice do you have for incoming JETs?
- be patient!

- take advantage of all the things you can only do

- establish good communication between

at home

predecessor, supervisor, successor

- take time for yourself and what you need, don’t

- study your Japanese (it helps!)

get overwhelmed

- make connections (people, phone, internet, etc.)

- have an outlet for yourself here, have something
to connect you with home

- be flexible -> substitutes available

- get involved with school activities, but don't force

- have a goal/something to work on

yourself

- enjoy comfort food

- making Japanese friends and other people here
(locals), someone to keep in touch with the

- be professional

community

- have patience, flexibility, open-mindedness
- honour commitments, respect

- say yes to everything and try to maximise your

- you are representing all foreigners, be

experiences.

conscientious of that

- don't be jealous of other people's situations, free

- have open communication with JTEs

house, etc.

- be pro-active

- lie to your children, make them happy.

The Final Word

Have fun! Show love to your PAs, fellow JETs, community, teachers, the kids.
Make your everyday count, even through the days you can’t see the end.
It’s there, and when it comes, you’ll wish you had it again.
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Asagiri
Photo by Olivia Lee

Rainy Season Runs
By Audrienne Manansala
After the downpour
Skies are clear and pavement dry
Hard earned beads of sweat
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